
MASTERS OF DESTINY II – 6

BECOMING CUSTODIANS 
OF THE NINTH WAVE
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YOU are the light at the end of the Tunnel
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3 IX (Jaguar) : Human’s Road to Destiny (!)

On the Sun’s scale of physicality, photons hold not matter – particles of 
pure energy that pass through and excite matter to create an atomic 
reaction on the smallest scale.
To claim you found YOUR WAY, look down. The path lies at your feet – you 
will see the footsteps when you reach the otherside. From here we’re 
moved from the heart by all the Beauty of Mother Earth – ANYTHING we 
CHOOSE.
START with the Most Important Step you can take. We learn the Truth 
along the way.

Tone 3 holds the Intention of Movement. We bring Life to a new Vibration 
through the Sound of Movement or the Dissemination of Communication. 
The Tone and Frequency is defined by the Reason. Movement is a Sign of 
Life. The Creation was born of the Sound of the first Breath. When we 
move for an ‘Inspired’ Meaning and Purpose we create the sound of 
Beauty that solicits a Feeling of Harmony and Equity. Human’s 
discernment of Reality is based on how we Feel.

www.jaguarspirit.com
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Suggested Contemplation for Week 5 

- Consider how Love might appear for each of the waves/spiral levels

- How has your expression and sense of who you are changed through your own 
journey? What ‘personality distortions’ have been programmed in through your 
encounters and experiences? 

- In what ways can you let go of needing to keep on ‘working on yourself’?

- If you let go of your ‘stories’, can you surrender to the truth of simply being 
YOU?

- Choose the more challenging aspects of your ‘profile’ that you can identify and
utilise the unbind-neutralise – initiate process to ignite the embodiment of
more Love 
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The Components  of Your 

Personal Profile

- Colour 
Worldview (Lenses : values & beliefs)

- Role, Goal, Mode 
(principle archetypal patterning)

- Dragon
(conditioned ‘stumbling blocks’)

- Brain  
(Inherent wiring/thought processing)
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5TH WAVE B/P 6TH WAVE R/B 7TH WAVE O/G 8TH WAVE G /Y/T 9TH WAVE Y/T/C
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The Various Archetypal Roles

Action Guide (King)                     4%         
Seeks to Lead

Conqueror (Warrior)     17%
Seeks a challenge

Expression Communicator (Sage)   10%
Seeks to Communicate 

Innovator (Artisan)       22%
Seeks Creatvity

Inspiration Inspirer (Priest)               8%
Seeks to Serve the Higher Good

Supporter (Server)        25%
Seeks the Common Good

Assimilation Organiser (Scholar)        13%
Seeks Knowledge

One way to describe our ‘Role in life’ is as the spiritual archetype we embody. Every individual has a particular inherent 
way of being is predominant, and although we have only one role, there are secondary role influences We could say 
that our role is our primary style—it determines not so much what we do but how we tend to do whatever we choose 
to do. Anyone can do any activity, regardless of role, although each role tends to gravitate toward certain activities. For 
example, since Communicators are the cardinal expression role, they often like to disseminate information. However, a 
person should not assume that he is a Communicator just because he likes to do that—people of other roles may also 
have that characteristic. A role is not an exclusive, rigid set of behaviors. 
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The Various Archetypal Goals

Our goal is the primary motivation behind what we choose to seek and experience in life. It 
often, even if indirectly, shapes the general arc of our life and colors the palette of 
experiences that take form on the life canvas. Much about the human condition can be 
learned from a study of the seven goals. 

The goal could be thought of as the life theme, the underlying meaning behind the desires 
and actions of the soul. The goal is then the focal point, and like a leitmotif from the arts, if 
the goal were audible it would be a reoccurring musical phrase that resonates throughout 
the lifetime. A life without one of the seven goals would tend to feel meaningless and 
without purpose. 
The positive and negative poles can be used as a yardstick to measure the overall results of 
a goal. In other words, is the motivation behind the goal based on love or fear? Learning to 
act from the positive pole of a goal is a common lesson that essence will challenge the 
personality with over the course of a lifetime. 
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The Seven Archetypal Goals

Action Assertion                     
Leadership - Dictatorship

Support                        
Devotion - Subservience

Expression Acceptance                 
Humanitarian - Ingratiation

Discrimination 
Sophistication – Rejection 

Inspiration Growth                        
Understanding - Confusion

Re-Evaluation  
Simplicity - Withdrawal        

Assimilation Flow                               
Suspension - Inertia
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The Seven Archetypal Goals

Assertion

+ Leadership

- Dictatorship

+ Devotion

- Subservience

Support

Acceptance

+ Humanitarian 

- Ingratiation

+ Sophistication 

- Rejection 

Discrimination

Growth

+ Understanding

- Confusion

+ Simplicity 

- Withdrawal

Re-evaluation 

Flow : Suspension – Inertia 
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The Seven Archetypal Modes

Action Dynamic 
Dynamism - Belligerence

Perseverance
Persistence - Inflexible

Expression Power
Authority – oppression 

Caution
Deliberation - phobia 

Inspiration Fire & Intensity 
Passion - irrational 

Reservation
Restraint – Inhibition 

Assimilation Observation
Clarity – surveillance 

The Mode is the way in which people pursue their Goal. It is also their general manner of 
conduct or deportment. It is the underlying behavior pattern or "modus operandi" of the 
personality — the standard operating procedure. It is how people do things: their style, their 
path. 
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Julie – Inspirer, Growth, F&I  

Profiles

Angelika – Inspirer, Re-Eval, Power Bonnie – Innovator, Accep, F&I

Elise – Innovator, Re-eval, Obs. Geraldine – Communicator, Re-eval., Obs. Laurie – Inspirer, Growth, F&I

Rachel – Innovator, Accep., Persev.  Sally – Inspirer, Re-eval, Obs Susan – Supporter, Growth, F&I 
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=    3       6       9

Divine Blueprint
Creation

Embodiment 
In form

Return to 
Source

If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have a key to 
the universe

Nikola Tesla .

- 3,6,9 is also encoded into the Solfeggio  Sound Frequency scale
- The intervals between the Hz levels of the Solfeggios are all 111 HZ
- 111 = Diamond

MASTERS OF DESTINY II - 6
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Solfeggio Frequencies 

The ancient Solfeggio scale, known as “Just Intonation”, is renowned for its use in the Gregorian 
chants, but its history can be traced back to Biblical times. The 6-tone scale, and an additional 3 
tones discovered since, is considered by many musicologists and scientists to have a positive 
effect on the mind and body.

Our modern twelve-tone scale is said to suppress our emotions, stifle our intuition, and limit our 
consciousness. Scientifically, it is even out of sync with the natural world – and can thus may 
influence the manifestation of physical symptoms like fatigue, pain, stress and even disease.
On the other hand, the Solfeggio scale is mathematically consistent with the patterns of our 
universe and has been shown to have significant healing abilities.
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Solfeggio Frequencies 

174 Hz - Security & Comfort, relief from physical pain
285 Hz - Cellular Repair & Immunity (boosts immune system)
*396 Hz - Turning Grief into Joy, Liberating Guilt & Fear
*417 Hz - Undoing Situations & Facilitating Change (change and renewal)
*528 Hz - Transformation, Miracles & DNA Repair
*639 Hz - Re-Connecting & Balancing Relationships (social frequency)
*741 Hz - Solving Problems, Expressions & Solutions (also detoxing & Emf ‘protection’)
*852 Hz - Awakening Intuition, Returning to Spiritual Order
963 Hz - Higher Consciousness, Oneness, pineal gland, universal connection

* =         original 6 solfeggio tones
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New Community (9th wave)  

- Co**d and Technology have accelerated the process of social isolation and 
polarisation 

- We are not hardwired to be competitive or to live in isolation 
(Excessive Individuation)  

New communities will be :
- Small 
- Local and co-operative 
- Localised production of food 
- Engender resilience and connection
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Suggested Contemplation for Week 6 

- Select your chosen tone from the Solfeggio scale & spend some time listening
to it. Note any physical/emotional/mental changes that take place over a 
couple of days.

- Utilise the 111 hz pure tone as background listening and note how this soothes 
your nervous system and its influence on your creativity, thought processes, 
emotional state etc.

- Review the Dr David Martin Documentary ‘Future Dreaming’ for inspiration and 
ideas on dreaming our new world. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Wmtjnp-7wg
Consider your own role in the manifestation of a new reality in accordance with

9th wave / nature’s principles and in alignment with your own nature.
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